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Black Protests Disrupt Holiday Break
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BY JAN DAGLEY and attitudes prejudicial to the interests of the univer­
sity. 
Controversy and protest marked the Wright State Mrs. ~homas replied to the reasons for her firing,
campus during Christmas vacation over a case of ~s explained by Mr. Mohr as: 1) insubordination,
alleged discrimination in the Student Aid Office. Mrs. illustrated by her inflammatory letter which said
Betty Thomas, staif Assistant in Student Aid, was in part, "l will never tell you anything that black
notified that her contract would not be renewed after people say or do, even if it does relate to this office."
July 1, 1971. Mrs. Thomas, a Wright State graduate (Mrs. Thomas explained that this did not mean that
who has worked in Student Aid since September of she wo~ld. not fu~ill her duties in the office.); and
1969, had protested the fact that she was not promoted 2) preJudiced attitude, which, according to Mrs.
to the position of Assistant Director when that office Thomas, was based on "hearsay" that she had said
became vacant July 1, 1970. Mr. Steve Scovic was she ''didn't trust white adults." She feels she has
been discriminated against on the basis of race and sex.named to the post one month later.

A group of students, all black, sat in the lobby of Mrs. Thomas has hired a lawyer and plans to take

Allyn Hall outside the Executive wing on Dec. 15 to action through channels outside the university. Al­ Mrs. Betty Thomas

protest the action. They presented a list of questions though a special commission has been named to study

to Dr. Golding about Mrs. Thomas' firing. Mrs. .the case, Mrs. Thomas emphasized that these latest 
 ~Nexus··nn··saie··MondayThomas said she was grateful for the student support d.evelopments ''only cloud the real issue--my promo­
she received, but that she wished more white students tion." •• 
were also involved. Dr. Golding explained that the committee was to .••The Winter issue of NEXUS, Wright State's literaryAccording to a bulletin issued by President Golding, find facts and draw conclusions from those facts but magazine, will go on sale Monday, Jan. 11. This issue
the decision to fire Mrs. Thomas was made by Mr. not to make judgements. Members of the committee 
 w.m set a number of new "firsts" in the five year ••....Edward Pollock, Vice President and Director of 	 are Dr. Harry Groves, former President of Central history of the magazine. It is the largest issue toStudent Services, upon the advice and recommenda­	 State University, Dr. Madeline Apt, of Wright State date with 96 pages; it features the first exclusivetion of Mr. Donald Mohr, Director of Financial Aid and Mrs. Beatrice Chait, also a professor at Wright NEXUS interview with a major literary figure Allan
and Mrs. Thomas' supervisor. President Golding state. Dr. Golding felt that he had "bent over back­ Tate; and it marks the first time NEXUS ids been

said he concurred in Mr. Pollock's decision. wards" to favor Mrs. Thomas in choosing the com­
 able to publish four consecutive editions withoutAccording to a news release by Mr. Pollock's mittee members. 	 interruption. Despite the size, the price (underwrittenoffice Mrs. Thomas was told the decision had two Mrs. Thomas has decided to continue working in b.y Student Activities fees) has been held to twenty­bases: insubordination as indicated by refusal to 	 Student Aid until June 30, or until the matter is five cents per copy. In addition to the Tate interviewperform all the responsibilities of her job; conduct 	 settled. The committee's report will be submitted the Winter issue 8:lso presents art, prose and peotr;
to Dr. Golding later this week. 
 by the students.
~·······~········································· 
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H 	 Iletter to the editor I L----~----------------1 
I know you are au waiting for THE GUARDIAN'S 
official editorial comment on The Mrs. Thomas 
Affair. To quote so many others on campus--NO 
COMMENT. THE GUARDIAN has decided not to 
make any statement until after the committee has 
made its recommendations. We do believe that all 
students on campus, black and white , should wait 
to draw any conclusions until the facts (or interpre­
tation of facts) become available from both s ides~ 
We have tried to present both sides in this issue. 
Hopefully, we've done at least a passable job. 
CALENDAR 

THURSDAY 1 JANUARY 7 
2:00 	 p.m. - Traffic Appeals Committee Meeting, 
Room 264, Allyn Hall. 
3:00 p.m. - University Curriculum Committee Meet­
ing, Small Conference Room, Executive Wing, 
Allyn Hall. 
7:30 	- 10 p.m. - Miami Valley Genealogical Society 
Meeting, Guest Speaker: John P. Webb (Information 
Consultant, WSU, Library Resources Center), Topic: 
''Research Opportunities in Archives and Manu­
scripts at WSU with special emphasis on the newly 
formed Ohio Network of American History Re­
search Center," Oelman Auditorium. 
FRIDAY 1 JANUARY 8 
2:15 	p.m. - Graduate Council Meeting, Large Con­
ference Room, Executive Wing, Allyn Hall. 
4 - 5 p~m. - Basketball Officials Meeting, Con­
ference Room 1, University Center. 
SUNDAY, JANUARY 10 
10 	 a.m. - 12 Noon - Newman Association, Folk 
Mass, Conference Room 1, University Center, 
All are invited. 
11:30 a.m. - WRIGHT STATE AND YOU, Channel 2. 
6 - 9 p.m. - Sigma Tau Epsilon Meeting, Conference 
Room 1, University Center. 
University Center News 
ATTENTION 
Billiards And Table Tennis Tournaments 
January 31 in the Center. Rules and Regula­
tions available at the Information Counter in 
the Center. 
Marines Invade 
The United States Marine Corps announces the 
visit of Lt. N. L. Williams, Officer Selection Officer, 
on Jan. 13 - 15 to provide information .to students 
interested in serving their country as Marine Corps 
Officers. 
Challenging duties in ground or aviation await the 
new Lieutenant upon graduation from Wright state 
University. 
Students are eligible for the Platoon Leaders Class 
(PLC) program as early as their freshman year. 
They receive commissions the day of graduation, 
however, they have no military activities during the 
academic year. 
Seniors may be selected for the Officer Candidate 

Course (OCC) to earn their commissions after gradu­

ation. 

During his stay on campus, Lt. Williams will be 

located at the student center from 9:30 a.m. until 

3:30 p.m. 
The GUARDIAN is published weekly by the students of 
Wright state University. The opinions expressed here­
in are those of the editorial board and do not 
necessarily refiect the attitudes or opinions ·or the 
faculty or administration. The GUARDIAN is a member 
of College Press Service and the National Educational 
Advertising Service. 
Editor. • • • • • • -• • ••••••••• .Ann Bowers 
Managing Editor. • • • -. • • • ••••Scott Bowers 
Business Manager. • • • • • •• .Roberta Weisman 
Advertising Manager. • • • • • • • •••Gail White 
Sports Editor. • • • • • • • ••••••• .Nick Ipiotis 
Photographer. • • • • • • • •••• Merrill Anderson 
Cartoonist. • • • • • • • •••••••••Len Fornalick 
Club News Editor. • • • • • ••••••• .Ron Paul 
Circulation Manager••••••••••George Armstrong 
Advisor. • • • • • • • ••••••••• .Dr. Allan Spetter 
C@tributors•••_._ ....... ~ .WSll Commwlications . 
Staff••••••••••••••Toni Tononi, Jan Dagley 

Stewart Nestor, Mike H.$.rris, Ron Guy 

It's Only Human 
Dear Editor, 
In reference to the reply in this column (Dec. 2) 
to the query about the · ''multitude of mistakes in 
the winter schedule:" ­
My matter is not further grumble about schedule 
inaccuracies, which I understand can be difficult 
to forestall, but defense of one party- -the accused, 
the scapegoat, the computer. It was erroneous to 
indict the latter which is designed only to make 
calculations as consequence of a tip- off. Someone 
must program that machine. Remember to be cautious 
of ventur ing to delegate guilt. 
Louise Ann Raterman· 
December 3, 1970 
Pollution Kills Fish 
Dear Friends and Fellow Students, 
Our campus sits along the northwest edge of 
Escambia Bay, which empties into the Gulf of Mexico 
at Pensacola, Fla. So far this year, Escambia Bay 
has suffered over 60 major fish kills, each one of 
close to or more than a million fish--food fish, 
sport fish, "commercial fish," you name it. . 
These kills have been traced to industries and 
muncipalities just north of and on the bay, which have 
been using the Escambia River and the bay for a 
dump. One such industry is Monsanto Co., which, 
as of January, 1970, was dumping into the river, 
and the bay, the following wastes: 
101000 lbs/day 5 day biological oxygen demand 
3,900 lbs/day total organic carbon 
11875 lbs/day TKN 
1,331 lbs/day nitrite nitrogen 
11104 lbs/day ammonia nitrogen and nitrite 
421 lbs/day total phosphate 

264 lbs/day ortho phosphate 

One of Monsanto's most advertised and ecologically 
detellious products is AstroTurf, an artificial grass; 
some' of its other products~ Arochlor (1250) 
compounds and herbicides. Because our public offic­
ials have been tragically slow to respond, and be­
cause citizen initiated "Pollution control" legislation 
is being successively weakened and stified, and will 
have only moderate "success" if ever passed, we 
have concluded that only economic sanctions can 
force the industries involved to recycle their wastes 
and quite using the Escambia River--the public do­
main--for a dump. 
We intend to take sanctions against all industries, 
of which there are six locally, dumping into the 
Escambia Riber and the bay. To establish our effect­
iveness, we have decided to begin by calling for a 
boycott of Astro Turf, the Monsanto product that 
depends most heavily on the college market. We 
desperately need your support. There is nothing less 
at stake than the bay itself--the bay which is a 
integral part of our biosphere, is essensial to a 
balanced environment. 
It doesn't take much thought to realize that Escambia 
Bay is about as important to you as it is to us. By 
supporting our boycott you not only deny revenue to 
an enemy of the bay, you also help assert, for once, 
that our waters and our skies are not dumps, and 
that even large industries must be held responsible 
for their wastes. 
--We ask that you put up with natural grass for 
a good while longer. 
--We ask that you compell your friends and local 
industries "not" to buy Astro Turf and other Mon­
santo products. 
--We very respectfully and urgently request that 
you obtain, through your student government and 
alumni associations, a binding, official promise not 
to purchase Astro Turf until Monsanto quits dumping 
its wastes into Escambia Riber and Escambia Bay. 
--We recommend that before you or your college 
administration buy any other sort of artificial grass, 
you determine that manufacturer is not, like Monsanto, 
using the environment for a dump. 
We need your active response to this appeal, even 
if you have no need at your institution for Astro 
Turf. Your support is urgently requested. Please 
send us notification of your administration's promise 
not to purchase Astro Turf as soon as it can be 
obtained. 
Responsible Env Act Program 
P. o. Box 294 
Gonzalez, Fla. 32560 
Mediocrity•••• (Yawn) 
To the Editor, 
I would like to know why your potentially interest­
ing features and human interest stories are much 
too frequently of a very mediocre nature; ie., why 
are they written so poorly? Our junior journalism 
class in high school produced superior results in 
its second week of existence. 
Also, why are the sports stories so obviously 
slanted and often times of trite and/or shabby style? 
Isn't quality journalism important to you? I might 
suggest quality control as a solution. 
I am fully awar e that the "Guardian" is a SER­

VICE to this university, but couldn't it be a little 

better service? Please be aware that how you say 

something is just as significant as what you say. 

J.M. s. 
The answer to this somewhat obvious remark is: 

We don't have the staff. If you and some others in 

your junior journalism class would offer your services 

we could improve our writing style. You have made 

a point but like so many at WSU you are too lazy to 

volunteer to help our writing staff of three. Yes, 

three, three people who are just as busy as you but 

are making an effort to help the Guardian. 

See! He's A Real Person 
Greetings: 
When I first began to write "The Doctor's Bag," 

I was a little unsure about where the whole project 

would go. It was clear that people had a lot of ques­

tions and relatively few places to go for answers. 

Somewhat to my surprise, given an opportunity to 

write anonymously, people began to ask questions 

about a variety of highly personal matters. 

During this year, the College Press . Service of 
the United States Student Press Association has help­
ed place the column in a number of college news­
papers including yours. These days, much to my 
enjoyment, I receive mail from students all across 
the country and as you might predict, the same things 
bother people everywhere. Hopefully, the column is 
presenting a broad enough variety of questions to 
satisfy your readers. 
A major purpose of this "Letter to the Editor" 
is to find out what the response is to the column 
on your campus. In addition, if you have a question 
you would like to personally address to me, why 
don't you send it to the address on this stationery 
rather than to my box number and I'll get back to 
you. I'd also be interested in hearing from you 
about the content of my column and whether you think 
there are areas that I should be coveringthat Pm not. 
c.P.s. will be contacting you about renewing the 
subscription to the column and I hope it will have 
a chance to continue to appear in your paper. 
Arnold Werner, M.D. 
MIC HIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 
East Lansing, Michigan 48823 
Hair To Be In Dayton 
American Theatre League Announce$ Friday 
Matinee to be held at 5:00 for "HAIR" on Jan. 15 
moving the Friday evening performance from 8:30 
p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Time set for Saturday matinee is 
still 2:30 p.m. 
As Hair approaches Dayton, the questions and in­
terest has only become greater. A few facts about 
this Tribal Love Rock Musical that you might find 
interesting. As of Sept. 15, the date of the l,OOOth 
performance at the Biltmore Theatre in New York, 
over 10,000,000 people around the world had seen 
"HAIR." Audiences have included everyone from 
Princess ·Anne (who has seen "HAIR" twice) to 
Prince Mikasa, brother of the Emperor of Japan, 
who termed the show "very philosophicaJ:." 
over 5,ooo,ooo American Original Cast records 
and tapes containing the complete score have been 
sold. In addition, cast albums have been produced 
in England, Germany, France, Sweden, Japan, Israel, 
Holland and Australia. 
Hair companies have performed the music from 
the show on every national television show including 
Merv Griffin, The Tonight Show, Ed Sullivan, etc. 
"HAIR" was the featured production on last year's 
Tony Awards. 
Tickets are available for Tuesday, Wednesday, and 
Thursday Jan. 12, 131 and 14 and for the matinees. 
Box office for reserved seats will reopen Monday, 
Dec. 28 at Memorial Hall. Tickets, however, are 
available by writing to Memorial Hall, Attn: Hair, 
125 E. First st.• , Dayton, o., and also at Rikes and 
Sears. 
---------------------
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the doctor's bag 
Address letters to Dr. Arnold Werner,· Box 974, 
East Lansing, Michigan 48823. Cl970 College 
Press Service 
QUESTION: Recently I've noticed that my skin turns 
black where it is in contact with gold jewelry. J 
am not dirty and it isn't "cheap" gold. I was told 
that it was because I don't get enough Vitamin c, 
but I take vitamins daily and drink plenty of orange 
juice. Is there anything I can do to prevent this ugly 
reaction? I have stopped wearing jewelry that touches 
my skin, but I miss my ring. 
ANSWER: Gold jewelry contains other metals in 
addition to gold to create the proper color, hardness 
and durability. Often, there is copper in gold, even 
the expensive type. It is most likely that one of the 
metals in the jewelry other than the gold is causing 
the reaction you describe. The reason this happens 
to you and not to most other people is probably due 
to the idiosyncratic composition of your perspiration. 
I can't think of an easy way to change the com­
position of your sweat, but you might try cleaning 
your jewelry with soap and water and coating the 
surfact that contacts your skin with clear nailpolish. 
* * * 
'*************** 
Wright Action 

What is all the digging that has been going on 
around campus the past couple of weeks? B.E.A. 
What do you usually dig for--water? WSU now has 
its own well down off of Kaufman Road near the 
back drive. Pipes are being laid to the main campus. 
Also a water tower is being built on the hill near 
the front parking lot. This will enable Wright state 
to have its own water independent of the Air Force 
Base. In the past, and until the water lines are 
completed, we received water from the Base. Also 
there was only one line to the campus. As most 
will remember, that line broke once and the univer­
sity could not operate. Now there will be two water 
lines to all the buildings in case extra water is needed. 
When are the lights going to be fixed in the parking 
~? a~~ 
They are in the process now of repairing broken 

lights and installing new ones. Dr. Golding commented 

that new lights are ordered and DP&L night lights 

are to be installed on the far perimeters of the 

campus parking lots. 

QUESTION: When I dance to certain fast music, 
I move very rapidly and cannot help it when my back 
end juts out farther than normal. This position, coupled 
with a rapid back and forth movement causes me to 
get an erection. At certain times, ejaculation even 
occurs. Being rather hypersexually oriented, I have 
trouble controlling this strange situation. Once I 
even had to continue dancing after the music had 
ended. 
How can I manage this problem? 
ANSWER: Sexual stimulation leading to orgasm 
can occur in a variety of circumstances as you have 
discovered. This is true for women as well as men. 
Bicycle riding and horseback riding are outdoor forms 
of turning on for some people. The anatomic unique­
ness of the man makes these harmless diversions 
potentially embarrasing. 
Your desire for a solution which does not include 
giving up dancing creates problems. I would suggest 
dancing only in dimly lit rooms with women you know 
very well. Also, you might avoid tight fitting trousers 
and cooling it on the gyrations. By the way, have you 
seen "They Shoot Horses, Don't They?" 
QUESTION: I cannot stand to be touched. I cringe 
and frequently become physically ill at the slightest 
touch or caress. This has caused me to come to 
the point where I refuse dates because I know that 
some physical contact will probably occur. Is this 
serious, or will it just pass? (NOTE: This letter 
was written by a coed.) 
ANSWER: Many circumstances in a .Person's life 
can lead to the development of this sad and isolating 
symptom. This fear can exist to varying degrees 
and at its worst represents a severe phobia in which 
the person responds by avoiding situations in which 
------CLIP AND SAVE.----­
1 
I LOW COST, SAFE, LEGAL 
I 
I ABORTIONI 
I IN NEW YORKI 
I SCHEDU LEDIMMEDIATELY
l 

l (212) 490-3600

I 
I PROFESSIONAL SCHEDULING SERVICE, Inc 
I 545 Fifth Ave., New York City 10017 
L__ ~':!::~~e..:_f~ ~~~c~__ _ 
7 EXCITING PERFORMANCES-MEtAORIAL HALL {Dayton)
Evenings: 8:30 P.M.
Tuesday, Jan. 12 A .Friday, 9:00 pm - Sold out 
through - Friday Matinee: 5:00 P.M. 
Saturday Jan. 16 Saturday Matinee: 2:30 P.M. 
1 Saturday, 8:30 pm - Sold Out 
there is the slightest possibility of any contact with 
another person. The meaning of the symptom can 
vary. The temptation to interpret the symptom in 
sexual terms often overlooks a host of other possi­
bilities. 
Professional help is strongly recommended and 
is very frequently successful in treating this prob­
lem. Treatment · techniques vary and include such 
things as systematic desensitization to the fears, 
to more traditional forms of psychotherapy leading 
to an understanding of the problem. Professional 
help through your campus mental health facility is 
recommended. 
****** 
Swim Free 

·rhe Department of Intramural Sports is again 
sponsoring recreational swims, free of cost, for 
all students, faculty and staff. Students are invited 
to bring their dates and the faculty and staff are 
invited to bring their families. starting Jan. 13 
and continuing 'through April 21, each wednesday, 
the pool will be available from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. 
for faculty, and 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. for students at 
the Fairborn YMCA, 300 S. Central St., Fairborn. 
These two time periods fit into the Y's program 
of family swims and high schools swims respec­
tively. 
Each swimmer must provide his own bathing suit 
and all women must wear bathing caps. Children 
under eight (8) years of age must be accompanied 
by a parent while in the water. A life guard will 
be on duty and locker and shower facilities are 
available. 
we concentrate 

on you! 

You might say, "you're our 
only customer/' and it's true. 
We're here only because of 
you, to have on hand the 
books, stationery supplies, 
greeting cards, gifts and other 
items you need .. . when you 
need them and at reasonable 
prices. So try us first.• Chan~es 
are we've got it, because we 
concentrate on you. You're 
number one with us! 
Choice Seats Available Tuesday and Wednesday low Reserved Seat Prices Available Orch. and Bale.: 
Evenings.- Friday i nd Saturday Mat inees. Lim· E f 
ited mts Thursday and Friday evenings. Satur· ves: $10 ( irst 3 rows), $8.50, $7.50, $6.50 & $5.50. 
day Night sold out. Mat.: $1.50 (first 3 rows), $7, $6, $5, & $4. 
(>~DER NOW TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT!I University Bookstorel ex Office Open 10 A.M. to 6 P .M. MAil: Make check payable American Theatre league !iii il!l 
Pho111 223·1071, 223-4971 and forward to Memorial Hall, 125 E. First St., Dayton 
Tickets also at 45402. Specify alternate choice of day or performance. 1 f 
likt'1 &Sears Downtow1 Enclose stamped, addressed envlope. :~:~ L ower Level , University Center =~=~ 
t~:::::: :: ::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::~ 
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1 0 Minutes to Wright State! 
WOODMAN 
Apartments and 
TownhousesPARK 
1 , 2 and 3 Bedrooms 
Furni shed or Unfurnished 
i==='r=om =$125===Hi 
WW Carpeting Balconies-Patios 
Air Conditioning Tennis Courts 
Laundry Facilities Olympic Size Pool 
Range, Refrigerator, Some Dishwashers 
Some Short Terms Available 
WOODMAN DR AT ROUTE 35 
254-6122 
OPEN DAILY 9 - 7 Sun 1 - 6 Sat 9 - 6 
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LL. 
NEED HELP WITH THE DRAFT? 

Dayton Draft Counseling Center 

1203 Salem Avenue 

Hours: 6 - 9 p.m. 

Monday thru Thursday 

PHONE ; 274-3171 
Photo By Andy Sparac; 
Cheer leaders In Action: Support WSU' S Team 
Flag Misusers Seldom Convicted 

WASHINGTON, (CPS) -- Protesters charged with In Washington state and New Hampshire, persons 
misusing the American flag are seldom convicted, but have been freed after arrests for sewing the flag 
the courts are resisting arguments based on first onto another item, a car in Washington and a jacket 
amendment rights, instead throwing the cases out in New Hampshire. In one case the charges were 
on narrower grounds, according to a study by the dismissed, while they were dropped in the other. 
American Civil Liberties Union. In the state of Washington, atrialwhichhad aroused 
Several courts have rules that variations on the considerable publicity resulted in a conviction of the 
flag which make political points are not violations of defendant for flag burning despite evidence he wasn't 
flag descration laws, generally because the new item there at the time and a confession from another 
is not a flag. In Minnesota, for example, a man was man. The judge sentenced the defendant to six months 
acquitted of desecration charges after he displayed to jail and fined him $500, observing that "There is 
a flag with a peace symbol instead of stars. The court too much of this going on in our country today. 
held that the flag was not a flag within the meaning Freedom is a one-way street. Freedom is the right 
of the l~w, ignoring the larger question of the to do the right thing, not as someone pleases." 
constitutionality of the flag desecration laws. In many cases, lawyers are presenting a collection 
A Pennsylvania student was held on $75,000 bail of more than 100 flag items collected by Pennsylvania 
after painting a flag on a sheet and displaying it on lawyer Bernard L. Segal. Included are a cancelled 
his house. A peace symbol was painted over the stripes. ("defaced") u.s. Six-cent flag stamp, a bikini, ties, 
Convicted in a lower court, he appealed and won. The belts, a photograph of Roy Rogers and Dale Evans 
case was dismissed. in flag vests, a toilet lid, a beer serving tray, and a 
In Colorado, a youth who ripped a flag to dramatize civil war photograph of Lincoln and McClellan in a 
a class speech was reinstated at school by court tent eating from a table covered with a flag. 
order. He was expelled under a state law prohibiting There have been conflicting federal court decisions 
behavior "inimical to the welfare, safety, and l1)orals on whether a youth has the right to remain seated 
of other pupils." The court overturned the expulsion during the pledge of allegiance to the flag. Two judges 
on grounds that the student had not damaged his have held that such an act is legal, but one held that 
fellow students' "welfar e, safety, and morals." It it intruded on "the educational experiences of others." 

refused to say whether the expulsion violated the 

first amendment rights of the student. 

Newman Sponsors Far-Out Olympics 
The Newman Association is sponsoring a member­ the cor ner of Second and Madison) on Friday, Jan. 8 
s hip dr ive during the week of Jan. 5- 8 (Tuesday from 8 to 12 p.m. At this crazy party you will have 
thr ough Friday) . All those who are interested in a chance to prove to the world that you are a cham­
finding out more about the club are invited to stop pion in such rigorous sports as the peanut push, 
by our table , which is located right outside the cafe ­ the potato sack race , the plunger relay, and (would 
teria in Allyn Hall. U you are confused about the you believe?) the toilet paper roll. Come and see 
goals and activities of the Newman Association, for yourself how you rate athletically with your peers. 
there will be member s at this table who are ready P r izes will be awarded for outstanding prowess. 
and willing to confuse you further . Dr ess for the occasion will be Contemporary Ameri­
Newman will celebrate the week of the member­ can Grubby. Refreshments will be served. 
ship dr ive with a Far-Out Olympics held at the gym Please come by and find out about the Newman 
of St. Joseph Commercial High School (located at As sociation. We'll be looking forward to meeting you. 
Tuition Schola rships New U iversity
Teachers College, Columbia University is offer ­

ing tuition scholarships to minority group students 

for full-time graduate study during the 1971-72 
 Paper Appears 
year. Each scholarship covers up to 32 credit hours 
of tuition and has a value of $2,720. Scholarship 
winners may use their awards beginning with either Beginning Fr iday, a new bi-weekly publication 
the summer or autumn term of 1971. will appear on campus, called the University Times. 
For applications request the Minority Group Schol­ The purpose of the newspaper will be to keep fa­
arship application kit from the Director of Admis­ culty, staff and students informed on what is happen­
sions, Teachers College, Box 197, 525 West 120 St., ing at Wright State. 
New York, N. Y. 10027. The kit contains admissions The University Times will absorb the functions 
and scholarship applications and the catalogue. Re­ of three previous publications--The Tower, The 
turn the completed application for admission to the University Calendar, and Wright Now. The Tower 
Office of Admissions and the completed scholarship was a newsletter for classified employees and Wright 
application to the Office of Student Aid as indicated Now was an it1formation sheet for the faculty and 
on each application. staff. 
Completed applications for admissions and for The Times will carry items of special interest 
Minority Group Scholar ships and supporting creden­ to all segments of the university and will have a 
tials must be received not later than Feb. 1. Awards larger format for mor e detailed stories. 
will be announced Apr il 1. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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1. No left turn 
2. Right turn 01'lly 
New Parking Lot Relieves Parking Lot Pinch 
Those us1ng the lot wlll have to do so witnout 
The parking pinch at WSU has been temporarily from Colonel Glenn, from the main campus road the aid of parking lanes until the end of January 
relieved, thanks to a new 1,500 car lot which was off Colonel Glenn, and from the existing parking lot when they will be marked, 
opened Jan, 5, the first day of classes for Winter on the east side of the four classroom buildings, The new lot brings the total number of spaces on 
Quarter, Persons driving from Dayton east on Colonel campus to about 6,600 and will hopefully alleviate 
The lot, mainly for student parking, is south of Glenn will not be able to make a left directly into the parking shortage on campus until the next sched­
campus ott Colonel Glenn Highway. Entrances are the lot, but may enter from the main campus road, uled lot is started in two years. 
Hayes Offers Rock Ballroom For Dayton Youth 

BY RON GUY 
Dayton will finally have its first true rock ball ­
room when the Public Theatre opens on Jan, 22. 
Located at 528 Xenia Ave, (across from St, Mary 
Church), the Public Theatre will be in an old movie 
theatre house which used to be called the Federa­
tion. The seats inside have been removed and will 
be replaced by huge oriental rugs sprawled out on 
the noor. Capacity for the theatre should be around 
700. The audience will be able to either sit or walk 
around. 
On opening night, Hammer, who recently appeared 
in Dayton with Traffic, will perform. This will be 
followed closely with Brownsville Station on Jan, 24. 
Other groups that will appear in the near future 
at the Public Theatre will be Livingston Taylor 
STUDENTS AND FACULTY! 
MAPLEVIEW 

Apartments and Townhouses 

1, 2 and 3 Bedroom 

Furnished or Unfurnished 

NEW 1-3 Bedroom 
1 bedroom from $125.00 

2 bedroom from $140.00 

3 bedroom from $160.00 

2 bedroom townhouse from $155 
3 bedroom townhouse from $175 
Some Short Term Rentals 
7 Minutes to Wright State 
(brother of James Taylor) and two English rock 
groups, Free and 11. (Free topped the charts a 
few months back with their hit single "All Right 
Now.") 
owner of the ballroom is veteran concert pro-. 
moter Larry Hayes. Hayes has been promoting 
shows for nearly five years and used to be in charge 
of the concert productions at the University of 
Dayton. In the past he has brought into Dayton such 
acts as Blood, sweat and Tears; Guess Who; Bill 
Cosby; Neil Diamond; Badfinger; and the James 
Gang. 
"We (Hayes and his partners) want a place where 
the kids can enjoy some good music for a reasonable 
price," said Hayes. ''Our admission fee will be 
$2.50 or $3.50, depending on the act which is booked, 
In this way, everyone w111 be able to enjoy a good 
concert ana not get ripped or:r." 
r coupons....... · -· ......... a. 

Hodgkin's Jewel Box : Beaver Vu Bowl :. 

: 3072 Bellbrook-Fairfield Rd •DIAMONDS 
2 W Ma.in Fairborn : OPEN BOWLING 
ON THE SQUARE : This coupon good for : 
878-4362 • FREE SHOE RENTAL : 
~.._________ ... ),,..............................., 

.PREGNANT 

YOUR PROBLEM IS OUR PROBLEM! 
For Information and Council 
on Legal Abortions
CALL 
ANYTIME 215-878-5800 
ABORTION· 
REFERRAL 
''With the opening of the ballroom more new talent 
will be able to come to Dayton. Before, an agency 
would call me up and say, 'This group will be in 
Pittsburgh on Tuesday and in Chicago on Thursday. 
Can you book them into Dayton on Wednesday?' " 
says Hayes. 
"I'd usually have to say no because the group 
didn't have enough drawing power to have a success­
ful show. Now, with the new ballroom, I'll be able 
to use the less~r attractions." 
Some of the acts will probably do two shows so 
that more people wUl be able to see the groups. 
Hayes will also continue his regular concert at ­
tractions and has several booked for the future-­
Grand Funk Railroad, March 20, Hara Arena; Neil 
Diamond, March 28; Chicago and Seals and Crofts, 
Feb, 6, in Cincinnati; and John Mayall, May 6, in 
Cincinnati. 
Classified Ad 
MOST Famous Bar ;>ince 1968, ALEXANDERS, 
I 914-18 Brown st. 
DO YOUR Banking at First National Bank in 
Fairborn• 
EXCLUSIVE Downtown Dealer for Keepsake 
Diamonds. Colonial Jewelers, 136 N. :Ma.in 
~., Dayton, Ohio, 
WANT THE Unusual? Visit "Within Limits," 
Kettering and Beavercreek. 
NATION'S #1 College Grad Plan, Lincoln Na­

tional Life. 

A DIAMOND Worth Rem~mbering Bougu.~ Only 
at Rober ts Jew~lers. 
WSU STUDENTS-- But Your Books at the Dayt,on 
College Bookstore and sell your old ones 
for cash, 
BuY A Classified Ad For Your sweetheart 
and send secret messages. 
• Laundry Facilities 	 a.rn. loves e,b, 
• Separate dining r oom • Air conditioned 
• Plush carpet • Soft water 	 ' ' BAHA' U' LLAH Unites an Earth Divided.'' 
• 1, 1-1/2, 2 baths • Balcony or Patio 	 Bahai Fir esides: Kettering - Saturday nights, SERVICE 
• Range, refrigerator, some dishwashers 	 8 p,m., 293-9263 ; Huber Heights - Sunday. 
118 	YELLOW SPRINGS 878-3973 afternoons, 233-6240; Wright State -Ruth Jon°s, 
FAmBORN, OHIO 236-3097 or Ext. 421. 
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(compiled from CPS news releases and other sources.) 
BERNADINE NAMED IN DYNAMITE BLASTS 
EUGENE, Ore., (CPS) -- An explosion ripped apart 
a portion of the University of Oregon administration 
building shortly after midnight Tuesday, Dec. 1, 
only hours after Associated Press in San Francisco 
received a letter signed with the name Bernadine 
Dohrn threatening a new wave of attacks on police 
and federal installations in retaliation for the renewed 
bombings in North Vietnam. 
There were several people in the building at the 
time, but no one was hurt. Police Chief Qakley Glenn 
said that the blast was caused by dynamite. The FBI, 
already in town investigating an earlier bombing, is 
looking into the matter. 
MOUNTIES TO UNIONIZE? 
OTTAWA, (CPS) -- Canada's Public Service Alli­
ance has set its sights on unionizing the Armed 
Forces and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. This 
is presently against the law, but the PSA hopes to 
revise the Public Services Relations Act which reg­
ulates the unionizing of government workers. 
The Canadian government has so far refused to 
comment. 
CAMPUS NEWS BRIEFS 
WATCH FOR LAW N' ORDER 
BERKELY, (CPS) -- Four government officials 
can now rival Mickey Mouse's monopoly of the 
wristwatch. President Nixon, J. Edgar Hoover, Vice 
President Agnew, and Attorney General John Mitchell 
have been immortalizeq on the face of a new wrist ­
watch called the "Law 'n' Order•" Designed by 
Ruby Lee, a University of California/Berkely gra­
duate student, the watch is now being manufactured 
in Europe and will soon be marketed in the u.s. 
VISTAS UNIONIZE; CHALLENGE "INDIFFERENCE" 
WASHINGTON, (CPS) -- Dissatisfied with the Nixon 
Administration's poverty program, a group of VISTA 
volunteers across the nation have formed the National 
VISTA Alliance (NVA), and are seeking to unionize 
in order to more effectively deal with the OEO. 
The NVA has already received nearly $151000 in aid 
from other unions. The alliance, established last 
July, boasts a membership of over 30 per cent of 
the 4,200 volunteers, and plans to hold union elections 
soon. 
POLICE AGENT CLEARED IN BOMBINGS 
CANADAIGUA, N.Y., (CPS) -- Undercover police 
agent Thomas Tongyai, better known to Hobart College 
students in Geneva, N.Y., as Tommy the Traveler, 
was exonerated by a special state grand jury for his 
role in the May firebombings of Hobart's ROTC 
building. Nine other Hobart students were also clear­
ed of charges. 
students who knew Tongyai in his role as Tommy 
the Traveler said that he had attempted to induce 
them to commit crimes such as gutting the Hob~rt 
ROTC building with firebombs. 
BANK REFUSES GAY ACCOUNT 
BOULDER, (CPS) -- Boulder's National State Bank 
Vice President A. M. Clearman has informed the 
University of Colorado Gay Liberation Front that he 
is refusing to carry the GLF's account with the bank, 
claiming that "we don't want GLF's name associated 
with ours on printed checks." 
Gra1i s, Fees, V, And Taxes In The Spotlight 

Applications for student teaching during the spring 
quarter 1971 are available in the office of the Director 
of Laboratory Experiences in Education, Room 428 
East Millett Hall from Jan. 4 through Jan. 19. 
Jan. 20 is the deadline date for filing completed 
applications. 
••..........••.•••.•........• 

Students, Faculty, and Staff of Wright State Uni­
versity are entitled to a one dollar discount on two 
tickets for any home Dayton Gems hockey game dur­
ing the current 1970-71 season. To obtain the dis­
count you must present a valid WSU ID card at the 
ticket sales window when you pick up your tickets. 
Tickets may be reserved in advance. For further 
information, contact the Office of the dean of Students. 
............••...•.......•••• 

A $5,320 grant from Research Corporation in New 
York will help fund research at Wright State Uni­
versity on the biochemical effects of nicotine. 
This is the first time the effects of nicotine have 
been studied on aromatic amino acid synthesis, 
cholesterol synthesis and carotenoid synthesis. 
Dr. Prem P. Batra, who is conducting the re­
search, says that preliminary evidence shows that 
these are affected. 
KEN SNYDER 
Nation's #1 College Plan 
GRAD PLAN 

The Complete Insurance 

and Estate Plan 

For College Seniors 

Lincoln National 
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
293-3161 
Mail Coupon for Additional Information ­•........••..............•.••.•..••••.•....•• 

: Ken Snyder, Suite 102 
: 3300 S Dixie, Dayton, Ohio 45439.. .: NAME . 
: ADDRESS ------------ ­• 
: PHONE ------------ ­• 
: BffiTHDATE -----------­
• ..................•. 

Wright state and You, the University's weekly half 
hour television program, returns to the air on WLW­
D (Channel 2) on Jan. 10, 1971, at 11:30 a.m. Once 
again your aid is needed in order to make this a 
worthwhile program and one which will be a credit 
to Wright State. 
WSU communications hopes to feature as many 
parts of the University as possible during the season • 
The aim is not · merely to publicize WSU, but to pro­
vide good television for the area under the aegis 
of the University. 
If any member of the faculty or staff has an idea 
he or she would like to see converted into a television 
prograr.i, please contact the Office of Communications 
at extension 787. ................•......•.... 

Income tax time ·is nearing and the worries are 
about to begin. Made a few careless mistakes last 
year? Want to try and make the same ones this 
time around? 
Wright state University's Division of Continuing 
Education is going to offer a new course called 
"Personal Finance Planning." The course would 
cover such subjects as income takes, property own­
ership, life insurance, savings and investments. 
"Personal Finance Planning" will be a non-credit 
seminar and will run for 10 weeks, beginning on 
Jan. 13. Classes will be held each Wednesday night 
from 7 to 9. 
Seminar leader will be Mr. Gorden A. Shepard 
of the First Columbus Corporation, a member of 
the New York stock Exchange. Enrollment is limited 
and there will be a fee of $25 per per son and $40 
per couple. 
For further information contact Mrs. Verna Graves, 
Division of Continuing Education, Ext. 216. 
You Blew It! 

YOU DIDN'T BUY A 
YEARBOOK 
LAST QUARTER! 
Don't let it happen again! 
CAMBIAR ­
On Sale NOW At a Special 
Rate of 
$6 
For A Limited Time Only! 

Get One Now and Save $4.00! 

The registrar•s off i c e has announced s e v e r a 1 
changes regarding fees for dropping courses, chang­
ing courses, and changing grades. 
This quarter, the DROP fee is $5 for the entire 
quarter. There is no fee (except I & G when appli­
cable) for ADDs. 
The "Change of Course fee" (ditterent from a DROP 
fee) is based upon: · 
1) The Class Admission list being checked by the 
faculty member during the first two weeks of class. 
2) The students who are not listed are to be re­
ferred to the Office of the Registrar for adjustment 
and a class admission card required for admission. 
3) Desire to have lists and reports be accurate as 
of the date of the official reporting and more espec­
ially for reporting grades • 
The problems of changing grades (due to incorrect 
registration) are enormous for students, their major 
department, and division, as well as the Office of the 
Registrar. Accordingly a $15 fee was set to cover 
the cost of all the changes required through the sys­
tem and to encourage earlier resolution of registra­
tion status. The question then was the fee for those 
changes between the third week and the production 
of grade listings. Since the inaccuracies will be in 
lists and reports, which cannot be changed, the fee 
was set at $10 to encourage earlier resolution of 
registration problems. 
In situations where the university has caused the 
student to change his registration, no fee is charged. 
The decision to charge no fee for an advising error 
is to be made by the Dean of the Division. Complete 
withdrawals do not require fee payment. 
STOP! 

Stop complaining about 
your rotten newspaper 
and come up.and help 
us! 
There's only so much 
a s mal I staff can do! 
GUARDIAN Office 
417-419 Girls Dorm 
Ext 1368, 1369 
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Film Courses Offered 

Wright State University's Department of Library 
Science has announced the days and times of two 
additional courses for the Winter Quarter. 
''Film in Communication," with an emphasis on 
systematic film analysis, will be offered twice next 
quarter. Times are Monday from 6:30 to 10 p.m. 
for the evening session and Monday from 2:10 to 
4:30 p.m. and Wednesday from 2:10 to 3:30 p.m. 
·for the day session. 
•'Film Production," a course in which s~udents 
write, produce and direct their own films, is a~so 
offered in day and evening sessions. The product~on 
course runs from 7 to 9:45 p.m. Wednesday evening 
and from 2:!5 to 4:30 p.m. Thursday afternoon. Mr. 
Peter Bukalski, Assistant Professor of Library Ad­
ministration, will conduct both courses. 
wsu students may register for the courses on 
mass registration day, Jan. 4, or may register the 
first day of class. 
SOL Holds Contest 
A new magazine designed especially for the social­
action oriented individual will begin publication in 
January, 1971. SOL III, as its name implies, wi_ll 
be a world affairs publication with a heavy emphasis 
on social problems and their solutions. 
To encourage reader participation, SOL III is 
holding a $1000 magazine contest with prizes in 
writing, poetry, art, photography and humor. Entries 
from university students and faculty members are 
especially wanted. Contest rules may be obtained 
by writing: SOL III Contest, 1909 Green Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19130. 
THE GUARDIAN 
Nerine Barrett, Pianist 
In Concert Jan. 9 
The Third concert of our Series will be performed 
by the brilliant pianist, Nerine Barrett, Saturday, 
Jan. 9, at the Dayton Art Institute, 8:30 p.m. One 
of our most spectacular concerts since the inception 
of our Series was that performed by Miss Barrett 
here last year. By enthusiastic acclaim, we are 
proud to bring her back for a return engagement. 
Miss Barrett's career has been sky-rocketing due 
to a number of outstanding recitals in the last three 
years. 
Miss Barrett was born in Jamaica. In 1961 she 
was awarded a grant by the Jamaican Government, 
at the recommendation of Dame Myra Hess, and tra­
veled to London where she now lives. In Europe 
she has performed on BBC, as soloist with the 
Binghamton Symphony Orchestra as featured pa:- ­
former at the St. Pancras Arts Festival and with 
the Halle' Orchestra unclPr Sir .Tohn 'Qo::1rhir"1i;
During 1968 she had a smash debut in Carnegie Hall 
and has won the Mozart Memorial Prize in London. 
She has recently been selected by the Young Concert 
Artists, Inc., New York, to be one of their sponsoroo 
artists. This is an organization with some of the 
world's most distinguished musicians directing it, 
and their competition for select artists is among 
the most intense in the country. Her program will be: 
Sonata in G Major, K. 283•••••••••Mozart 
Eroica Variations, in Eb. • • • • • .Beethoven 
Blumenstuck, Opus 19••••••••••Schumann 
Fantaisie, Opus 17. • • • • • • •••••Schumann 
Tickets are available at the door and there is 
adequate parking behind the Dayton Art Institute. 
Actors Needed For University Theatre 

Tryouts for the University Theatre's two Winter 
Quarter productions -- 11In White America" and 
"The Servant of Two Masters" concludes Wednes­
day, Jan. 6 at 3 to 5 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. in Room 
365, Allyn Hall. 
In addition to these two productions, with roles 
for 19 to 25 actors, members of the Directing 
Class will be casting for eight one-act plays. An 
additional tryout date for the one-acts only, has 
been set for Tuesday, Jan. 12 at 2:15 to 5 p.m. in 
Room 3651 Allyn Hall. 
University Theatre tryouts are open to all students. 
According to Dr. Abe Bassett, Director of Theatre, 
students who are interested in production work, 
rather than acting, are requested to come to one 
of the tryout sessions. 
11In White America," which calls for a cast of 
three black and three white actors, is a "docu­
mentary play" concerning the history of Black Ameri­
cans. It won the Vernon Rice Award for 1963. 
"The Servant of Two Masters;" by Carlo Goldoni, 
has parts up to 13 actors. The play, directed by 
Mrs. Carolyn Selberg, is styled after the highly 
theatrical commedia dell'arte. 
Among the one-act plays selected for proaucuon 
are Harold Pinter's 11T he C o 11 e ct ion," William 
Saroyan's "Hello Out There," Anton Chekhov's 11The 
Marriage Proposal," and T en n e s s e e Williams 
"Twenty Seven Wagons Full of Cotton." These and 
the other one-acts will be presented on five different 
weekends during the quarter. The major production 
will be presented in University Theatre's temporary 
quarters on National Road. 
Media, Broadcasting Soon To Be Offered 

The Ohio Board of Regents has approved two new 
educational programs for Wright State, a new graduate 
studies program in library and communication science, 
and a program for training Model Cities board mem­
bers in four cities. 
The new graduate program will combine traditional 
library science with other areas concerning the 
storage and transmission of information. students 
may choose to specialize in Library and Learning 
Center Services, Media Services, Educational and 
Instructional Broadcasting, and Information Science. 
The Broadcasting specialization will be unique in 
Ohio, and one of the few in the nation to emphasize 
the educational rather than the commercial aspects 
of radio and television. 
Students specializing in Information Science will 
focus on the personal and social aspects of infor­
mation communication rather than the technical. 
The Library and Learning Center Services and 
Mea1a :::>ervices programs may be instituted by next 
fall, but the Boradcasting and Information Science 
specializations will have to wait until the fall of 1973 
when the University's new library center is completed. 
The Model Cities program will be directed by 
WSU Professor Harold Silverman and faculty from 
state universities will offer instruction in techniques 
of community organization, methods of area planning, 
fiscal accountability, principles of negotiation and 
other pertinent topics to planners chosen from four 
of these cities: Toledo, Dayton, Martins. Ferry, Co­
lumbus, Akron, Cincinnati, Youngstown, and Cleve­
land. 
The program has been given a budget of $29,954, 
including $19,412 of federal funds, to provide for 
personal and other expenses. 
Model Cities training is not new to Wright State, 
but the University has not been actively involved 
for the past year. 
WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 7, 1971 
Presents Czech Film 

"Czechoslovakia and the Ukraine" -- a color 
film--will be presented in person by it's producer-­
Clay Francisco--the week of Jan. 9. The program is 
sponsored by the Dayton and Kettering YMCA Travel 
and Adventure Series Committee. 
This is an absorbing story of a five-thousand-mile 
motor journey through eastern Europe's legendary 
kingdoms of Bohemia, Moravia, Slovakia, and the 
Ukraine. This off-the-beaten-track motor trip pro­
vides a rare look at a part of the world where few 
Westerners have ventured, and where journalists are 
seldom permitted to film. 
The film--"Czechoslovakia and the Ukraine"--will 
be shown five times in the Dayton-Kettering area: 
Saturday, Jan. 9: Kettering Hospital - 8 p.m.; Sunday, 
Jan. 10 - 3 p.m. and Monday, Jan. 11 - 8 p.m.--in 
the Van Buren Junior High School; and Tuesday, 
Jan. 12 - 8 p.m. and Wednesday, Jan. 13 - 7:30 p.m. 
at the Dayton Art Institute. 
Tickets may be reserved by telephoning the Ketter­
ing YMCA (434-1964) for the Kettering showings. 
Tickets for the Art Institute presentations may be 
secured from the Dayton Central YMCA Adult Pro­
gram Department (223-5201 ext. 239). Single ad­
mission for adults--$2.50, !or students--$1.25. 
Peace Week Planned 
CHICAGO, (CPS) -- The National Peace Actio~ 
Coalition has made plans to make the week of April 
17-24 "National Peace Action Week." Participants 
in a recent conference approved plans for the action, 
which will culminate in massive, peaceful and order­
ly national demonstrations in Washington, D.C., and 
San Francisco on Saturday, April 24. 
NPAC, formed in June, 1970, is a conglomeration 
of organizations against the war including such groups 
as the student Mobilization Committee (SMC), various 
state and local organizations which were part of the 
now defunct New Mobe, Veterans for Peace, GI Anti ­
war groups, Chicano Moratorium, La Raza Unida 
Party, Southern Christian Leadership Conference, 
and several feminist groups. 
Webb Named Editor 
John Webb, Library Information Consultant at 
Wright State University, has been appointed one of 
seven associate editors of a prospective book which 
will be published by the Society of Ohio Archivists 
(SOA). 
The book, 11A Guide to Manuscripts and Archives 
in Ohio," is slated for publication in 1972. Mr. Webb 
will conduct his research in an eleven-county area, 
including Montgomery and Greene counties, for manu­
scripts and documents which will be of use to Ohio 
historians. 
The SOA not only intends to document those archives 
contained in libraries and historical societies, but 
will also include descriptions of archives maintained 
by institutions of origin, such as industries, busi ­
nesses and civic and service organizations. 
The Society of Ohio Archivists was founded in 1968 
to promote the exchange of information about Ohio, 
to improve professional competence and to coordinate 
activities and manuscripts repositories. 
SOPHOMORES, SENIORS GOING TO GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Interested in an Army Commission? 
The 2 year ROTC Program may be for you. 
To receive a commission you are r equi red 
to complete: 
1. Basic Summer Camp (Fort Knox, Ky, 6 Weeks) 
2. 	Junior & Senior year ROTC (Univ/College that offers 
an Army ROTC Program. Remain at Wright State, take 
ROTC at Univ. of Dayton throught the Consertium. 
3. Advanced Summer camp (6 Weeks) 
Information ·- Cal I 229-3326 
ROTC Detachment, Univ. of Dayton 
BUY 
GUARDIAN 
CLASSIFIED 
ADS 
ONLY Sc 
A WORD! 
LIBRARY RESOURCES CENTER 
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a variet1 of book materials·paperback
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Raiders Spurt To 5·7Season Record 

Photos by Andy Sparaco
The Wright State University Raiders ran their win
streak to five in a row over the holiday as they rolled 
keep up that pace in the second hal!. One trouble, state take hold and, despite 20 turnovers, they camethough, someone forgot to tell that to Wright State. out ahead by 12.over Grand Valley, Harris, Scott AFB, Cumberland They shot like madmen in the second half scoring Dave Magill led the Raiders in scoring (who else)and Rose Poly. The win over Scott AFB was in the 70 points. And while this was going on the big guy
finals of the McKendree Invitational tournament which named Thacker was smashing the boards for 19 
with 30 points. Senior Co-captain Mark Donahue

marked the first championship the Raiders have ever rebounds. The Raiders won needless to say 136-63. 
hit for 21, and the big guys, Jim Minch arid .Jj ~

won. Thacker, scored 19 and 13 respectively.
They didn't even have to score in the second half.

But the ''killer instinct" that Ross keeps talking
Grand Valley 	 about wouldn't let WSU show mercy. A fired up Otterbein
Raider defense forced the Flyers into thirty turn­The Raiders played the first game of the young overs and allowed them only 26 rebounds. On the The Raiders had their five game winning streakseason on Dec 14 as they played host to Grand Valley other side of the rim the Raiders committed only snapped Saturday, Jan. 2, as they fell to the otter­State College from Grand Rapids, Mich. The Raiders 9 turnovers and hauled down 54 rebounds. bein Cardinals 105-79. The cold-shooting Raiderswere 0-6, the Lakers were 3-1. It looked as if it An that shooting. One word could describe the hit only 30 baskets out of 80 shots while the Redbirdswould be one of those nights. But it just wasn't to be. Raiders shooting. Phenomenal. 59 baskets out of 91 were shooting the eyes out of their own hoops.The Raiders took an early 12-10 over the Lakers attempts, 67 per cent, Phenomenal. Even though the score was rather one-sided, thewith 12:44 left to play in the first half. Grand Valley In the individual scoring Dave Magill was high game was actually close at one time. Up until mid­might as well quit right there. The Raiders smelled for Wright state with 33 points. He hit 15 shots out way through the first half, anyway. With 10:35 left,a victory and weren't about to give up that lead. They of 20. Mark Donahue made 12 of 18 for 29 points, the Raiders were on the short end of a 28-22 score~didn't At the half it was 42-34 with the "new" Raiders Dave Magill had already dropped in 10 points, andon top. 	 Jim Thacker made 12 of 14 for 25 in addition to his teammates weren't looking bad. But then the roofhis 19 rebounds. Co-captain Dave Wilkerson hadThe Lakers put up a valiant fight in the second half 15 points, and Fred Clark dumpeq in 11. 
caved in. At that point, the Raiders developed a badbut then the Green Machine took hold and rolled to a case of rim-itis. That' s a disease that hits the best91-84 victory. The first Varsity basketball victory ~umberland of 'em.in Wright State' s brief history. It's easy to detect. When you take a shot, the ballDave Magill, a 5' 10" freshman from Belmont, led · 	 will spin around the rim, bounce off it, even just
The jubilant Raiders took their huge tr ophy and
the Raiders in scor ing with 21. Mark Donahue had headed home. sit there on it. It will do everything but fall in the
But they weren't celebrating their20, Jim Minch dropped in· 19, and Bill Fogt stUffed basket.
in 15. victory. Instead they were telling themselves they Well, the Raiders definitely had it. As a matter ofhad something to settle up with another team. A teamMcKendree Tournament from Cumberland. 
fact, they went two and a half minutes without scor­
ing a basket. By that time otterbein had taken anThe Cumberland Indians had beaten the Raiders 18-point lead, 47-29, at the half it was 57-34 with theCoach John Ross said many times that when 	 his once this year. That game was the first of the season. Green Machine in a deep hole. They never came outyoung ball club developed some self-confidence they The Indians won it in triple overtime 84-82. A real of it.would be rough to beat. The Raiders had to go West heartbreaker. Yes, the Green Machine had a score otterbein kept up in the second half, at one timeto prove it. About ten miles outside of St. Louis to to settle. They did. holding a 33 point bulge. That was 91-58 with 7:43be exact. Here the Raiders played in the McKendree The Raiders were confident. Perhaps too confi­Invitational tournament. They had something toprove, 	
left. The Raiders tried to come back but just couldn'tdent. It looked bad for the team when they fell behind do it. The final was 105-79.and they did. 21-10 mid-way through the first half. It lookedHarris College was the first team to go up against worse when they trailed 47-41 at the half. It looked 
Jim Minch, a freshman from Carroll, had one of
a hungry Raider ball club. Once you taste that first impossible when the Raiders fell behind 81-71 with 
his best nights of the year as he scored 23 points
win its awful hard to swallow a defeat. This game was 7 minutes to play. But it was here that the Green and 
in addition to 13 rebounds. Dave Magill had .an off
the fir st in the tourney. A four team affair which the Gold took hold. They reeled off 8 points in a row to 
night, hitting only 7 of 22, but still came out with
Raiders were bound and determined to win. But first make it a 81-79 ball game. The Indians got back on 
20 points. Bill Fogt hauled down 13 rebouds and had
they had to get . past Harris. They did it in Grand the scoreboard with a free throw to put WSU down 
the same number of points with 13. Jim Augspurger,
style. They did it with 20 points to spare, 83-63 . By 
a graduate of Wayne High School, was high for the
burning the hoeps with a total of 30 points, Dave by 3. But a beautiful 3 point play by freshman for ­
· Cardinals with 26. 
Magill showed he had the makings of a really great one. ward Bill Fogt tied it up 82-82 with six minutes 
The Raider s are now 5- 7, otterbein is 4-1.
left on the clock. From here both teams fought like
In the following game the Flyers of Scott AFB Their fourth straight. "Fire" Is The "Real" Winnerupset the highly favored McKendr ee Wildcats 76-74.
McKendree was 6-1, Scott was 1-5. Rose Poly
Now the s tage was set for the championship. The Many weeks ago (De.c. 2 to be exact) an article
Green Machine had no doubt as to who would win. 
Now it was time for Rose Poly. The squad from appeared in THE GUARDIAN proclaiming the girl's
Scott didn't believe them. A few minutes after the 
Terre Haute, Indiana was 6-3 and Coach Ross felt Touch Football winner to be the "Right Guard."
q>ening tip-off the Flyers became believers. 
it would be a good · test for his ''new" Raiders. This information was in error (not THE GUARDIAN'S
With only five minutes played in the game the Raiders 
The club passed their exam as they dumped the fault) with "Fire" being the "real" winner. Tofightin• engineers 103-91.were up 17-2. They led at the half 66-28. As every­
Nancy Harsh and all the "Fire" team members
body knows a team as young a.S the Raiders couldn't 
The first half was close with the Raiders on top we say SORRY anq CONGRATULATIONS!
41-40 at the break. The final hall showed Wright The Department of 1-M Sports 
